
 
 

This piece of information will also help strategize the physical market purchases. (How? - BAH) --- (the financial trades were done to 
hedge the physical right?---Esther) 
Our portfolio will be the net profit and loss from both markets (physical financial). 
When we did the storage analysis, we did not consider fuel trades. (The storage analysis was only suppose to consider storage. And to 
be useful, the storage should be broken out between DSS and On-system. The fuel trades do not relate 
to storage. - BAH) 
( I understand that fuel trades do not relate to storage but closing out for the month we need to look at everything coming due--Esther) 
This analysis will be 
looking at all the financial trades settling in any given month. 
The basis trades will be interesting since the price has the broker fees in 
them. 
The goal for this analysis is to answer the question "what is my financial position in the market 
given all the trades I have made into the forward months and the what if the Nymex Closes at $x??" 
The PBR storage will be analysed like we did before. This should help that analysis (total picture) 
What do think?     (While full picture of financial trades is helpful to ensure risk controls and for accounting as financial deals settle, it 
is only part of the picture. Since our financial deals are a part of hedges, it means that any gains/losses will be offset by other 
gains/losses. So while helpful to have this data, it is not helpful on its own as it does not give a complete story and therefore does not 
help manage the business without the other pieces. - BAH) (Beth, this is not a risk control issue or acounting, it is strategy issue that 
we need to revisit, I am not criticizing at all. Try my thinking or the analysis and see. I do hope that you utilize my long experience in 
trading stategy and analysis --- Esther.) 

--- Esther 

>>> Beth Hohisel 07/20 5:52 PM >>> 
How do you believe this information would help us? How do you think this information relates to the PBR and our position relative to that? 
What would you suggest we should be doing with this information? 

>>> Esther Tongo 07/20 10:01 AM >>> 
David, 
As we setup for August and the bid week coming, I thought this analysis would be helpful in showing us the financial trades position for August. The 
August-Net, Oxy-net and the RMI-Net tabs have the net volume positions in the Grand Total row. Negative number means sell or short position and 
positive mean long or buy position. The report shows as of today that we are short 5,810,000 net for August. See the attached excel file for details. 
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